
Impact dot matrix printers print onto 'Ordinary' paper rolls but, despite the terminology, the
specification of the rolls required is critical to the operation and ultimate life of the print

head. The paper must be absorbent enough to take the ink but at the same time be glossy

and smooth to reduce wear and minimise the generation of dust. We supply only Grade A

rolls so you can be sure of the best performance, print quality and longevity of your printer

mechanism.

Many impact printers rely on the ink to lubricate the dot wires (pins) so the use of the

correct ink is essential. This is why we only offer genuine manufacturer's ink ribbon
cartridges.

Genuine manufacturers ink ribbon cassettes - ensures long life and reliability of the

mechanism

Grade A quality ordinary paper rolls - minimises head wear
Single or multiple ply rolls - for audit copy trails

Wide selection of roll sizes and diameters - to suit most miniprinters

No minimum order quanity or value - no need to overstock

Low prices assured - why go elsewhere for consumables?

For impact dot matrix miniprinters, POS printers, receipt and journal printers, industrial data

loggers, weighbridges etc.

We carry a wide range of paper
rolls and ink ribbons. The

consumables listed on this page

are only a selection of either the

most popular types, or products

matched to our most popular

ranges of miniprinters.

Alternative ink ribbon colours
Additional paper roll widths

Single, dual and three ply paper

options

Alternative diameters

Alternative core sizes

Bespoke printing of your artwork

on the front or rear face of the

paper



SPECIFICATION ERC05B ERC09B ERC23RB ERC38RB

Manufacturer Genuine Epson Ink Ribbons

Colour Black Red/Black

Sold by (unit) Each

Usage:
Mechanisms

Epson:
M150

Epson: M160, M164,
M180, M190, M192

Epson: M262 n/a

Usage: Panel
Printers

n/a MLX2220, MLX2240,
MLX-PM190,
MLX-PM192

n/a n/a

Usage:
Portable/POS
printers

n/a MLX8220, MLX8240 n/a BTP-M280

Ribbon Life Replace after 2x rolls of paper

Print Life There are no manufacturer's data about the lifetime of archive copies.
Impact printers are generally chosen for long term print storage

requirements.

SPECIFICATION MTP057044PR12 MTP057050PR12 MTP057050PR12WP MTP076076PR12WP MTP114080PR12

Type Single part Dual ply Single part

Dimensions
W x Dia x Core

57 x 44 x 12mm 57 x 50 x 12mm 57 x 50 x 12mm 76 x 76 x 12mm 114 x 80 x 12mm

Thickness
(approx)

0.09mm 0.06+0.04mm 0.09mm

Roll length 14m 19m 12m 30m 53m

Roll weight . 62g . . .

Colour White White + Pink copy White

Sold by (unit) Box (20) Box (40) Box (20) Box (10)

Usage:
Mechanisms

Epson: M160, M164, M180, M190, M192 Epson: M262 n/a

Usage: Panel
Printers

n/a MLX2220, MLX2240, MLX-PM190,
MLX-PM192

n/a n/a

Usage:
Portable/POS
printers

n/a MLX8220, MLX8240 BTP-M280 n/a

Print Life There are no manufacturer's data about the lifetime of archive copies. Impact printers are generally chosen
for long term print storage requirements.
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